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Dual-phase xenon detectors, as currently used in direct detection dark matter experiments, have observed
elevated rates of background electron events in the low energy region. While this background negatively
impacts detector performance in various ways, its origins have only been partially studied. In this paper we
report a systematic investigation of the electron pathologies observed in the LUX dark matter experiment.
We characterize different electron populations based on their emission intensities and their correlations
with preceding energy depositions in the detector. By studying the background under different
experimental conditions, we identified the leading emission mechanisms, including photoionization
and the photoelectric effect induced by the xenon luminescence, delayed emission of electrons trapped
under the liquid surface, capture and release of drifting electrons by impurities, and grid electron emission.
We discuss how these backgrounds can be mitigated in LUX and future xenon-based dark matter
experiments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.092004

I. INTRODUCTION

The dual-phase xenon time projection chamber (TPC) is
one of the few particle detection technologies to have
demonstrated sensitivities to single ionization electrons
[1–4]. In liquid xenon, it only takes ∼15 eV of energy
for electron recoils [5,6], or ∼250 eV for nuclear recoils
[7], to produce one ionization electron. Through propor-
tional electroluminescence (EL) amplification in xenon
gas, an electron can produce hundreds to thousands of
secondary photons [8]. A typical xenon TPC used in dark
matter search experiments can detect a few dozen EL
photons for each electron [9–12], and higher electron gain
values of ≳100 photoelectrons (PHEs) per electron have
also been demonstrated [13,14]. The observation of single
electron (SE) events not only provides an in situ calibration
for these experiments, but has also enabled them to attain
world-leading sensitivities to GeV- and sub-GeV-mass dark
matter candidates, substantially below the mass range
targeted by these detectors [10,15,16].
Despite the exceptionally low background rates achieved

in these underground experiments for energy depositions at
the keV level and above, xenon TPCs exhibit elevated rates
of electron backgrounds similar to those expected from
small energy depositions [10,15,17,18]. This electron
background negatively impacts the performance of xenon
TPCs. For example, spurious electron (or few-electron)
pulses can be incorrectly identified as true ionization
events, or part of such events, causing inaccurate energy
estimation and compromising detector energy resolution
[19]. In addition, due to their high rates and large pulse
areas, these electrons generate excessive triggers and pose a
significant burden on the data acquisition, storage and
processing systems of xenon TPC experiments. Most
importantly, this background impairs the ability of xenon
TPCs to search for ultralow energy interactions to which
these detectors are otherwise sensitive. This problem is
most notable in rare event searches that rely on the high-
gain ionization signals when scintillation signals are absent

or at the detection limit [10,15,20,21]. Although prelimi-
nary successes have been demonstrated, the excess rate
of ionizationlike background has so far limited further
improvement of the low-energy sensitivity of Xe TPCs.
Several authors have studied electron emission in xenon

TPCs, and developed viable hypotheses that explain
certain background populations [9,11,17,18,22–25]. In this
work, we strive to obtain a coherent picture of these
background effects through a systematic investigation of
all observed electron pathologies in the Large Underground
Xenon (LUX) dark matter experiment [26]. The LUX
xenon TPC was operated 4850 feet below the surface at
the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF)
between 2013 and 2016, and demonstrated one of the
lowest background rates in dark matter direct search
experiments [27].
The LUX experiment produced a wealth of information

needed for a thorough electron background study. First,
LUX achieved a low background rate of a few counts per
second (CPS) in the 250 kg active xenon mass from internal
and external radioactivity, which leaves large time intervals
between particle interactions for pathological electron
emission to be studied. Second, the LUX data acquisition
system allowed all PMT outputs, including PHE and SE
pulses, to be continuously recorded for investigation of low
energy events [28]. Third, over the three-year life span,
LUX underwent a range of operating conditions, including
various source calibrations, evolving impurity concentra-
tions in the liquid xenon, and distinct electric field
configurations throughout the active volume [29]. These
expansive datasets enable correlations between operation
conditions and electron background behaviors to be stud-
ied, so that different hypotheses of electron emission
mechanism can be tested.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews the

possible charge production and migration mechanisms in
dual-phase xenon TPCs; Secs. III–VII describe each
population of the electron background observed in LUX,
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characterize their emission behaviors under varying exper-
imental conditions, and discuss possible mechanisms that
may be responsible for the production of these electrons.
Section VIII summarizes the major findings of this work
and discusses the implications to dark matter searches.

II. IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN LUX

The LUX detector contained 370 kg of pure xenon in a
double-walled cryostat, which was hosted in a 7.6 m
(diameter) by 6.1 m (height) water tank in the Davis
Cavern of SURF. The central 250 kg of the liquid xenon,
enclosed in an electric field cage, defined the active target
volume of the TPC. Particle interactions with liquid xenon
produce both scintillation photons and ionization electrons.
In a LUX-style dual-phase TPC as illustrated in Fig. 1,
scintillation photons (the so-called S1 or primary scintilla-
tion signal) are directly collected by two arrays of photo-
multipliers (PMTs) above and below the active volume.
Ionization electrons are drifted upward and are extracted
into the gas by the applied electric fields in the TPC.
As electrons accelerate in the gas under the field, they
produce secondary EL photons that are collected by the
PMTs (referred to as the “S2” or secondary EL signal).
Combining the associated S1 and S2 signals, one can
obtain information about the energy, position and inter-
action type of the events. More information about the LUX
detector can be found in [26].
In an ideal scenario, all ionization electrons produced in

the liquid xenon would propagate to the gas phase and be
detected. In reality, however, a fraction of the electrons is
lost or temporarily trapped. First, electronegative impurities
in liquid xenon can capture electrons and cause the
detectable ionization signal to decrease exponentially with

the drift time of the ionization clouds. In the LUX WIMP-
search data acquired in 2013 (WS2013), the electron
lifetime value was measured to vary between a few hundred
microseconds and approximately one millisecond. At a
typical electron lifetime of 750 μs, approximately 35% of
ionization electrons from interactions near the bottom of
the TPC (maximum drift time of 325 μs) were captured by
impurities. The newly formed negative ions (denoted as
“X−” in Fig. 1) are expected to drift in the detector under
the effect of electric fields and the liquid flow. Contrary to
electrons that can drift swiftly in liquid xenon (1.5 mm=μs
at the LUX drift field of 180 V=cm), negative ions have
mobilities that are approximately a million times smaller.
The drift velocity of O−

2 is calculated to be around 2 mm=s
in LUX [30], which is even slower than typical liquid
convection flows observed in xenon TPCs [Oðcm=sÞ]
[31,32]. Second, electrons arriving at the liquid surface
can only be extracted into the gas if they have kinetic
energy above a certain threshold [33–35]. In WS2013, the
electron extraction efficiency was measured to be 49� 3%,
and it was improved to 73� 4% for LUX data taken from
2014 to 2016 (WS2014–16) [27]. Unextracted electrons are
thus trapped under the liquid surface; they may migrate to
the wall, or spill into a liquid xenon reservoir (called a
“weir” in LUX) and are removed from the active detector
volume, or become captured by impurities and then drift
in the liquid. Given sufficient excitation energy, both
impurity-captured electrons and surface-trapped electrons
may be liberated and become a background [18].
While charge production and migration in xenon are

usually discussed in the context of ionization electrons, it is
important to also consider the corresponding positive ions
produced. These positive ion clouds are expected to drift
down to the cathode under electric fields, but they will also
migrate with the liquid flow, in much the same way as
negative ions. However, positive xenon ions, or “holes,”
have a higher mobility in liquid xenon than that of negative
ions [30] and are estimated to drift at a velocity of 8 mm=s
at the LUX field. In addition, extracted electrons may
produce additional ionization in the gas as they accelerate,
especially in the high electric field regions near the anode
grid wires; these resulting ions then drift down toward the
liquid under the effect of applied electric fields, with an
estimated drift velocity of 15–20 mm=ms in LUX [36]. If
positive ions manage to reach the electrode grids, they can
neutralize with the metal, or they may accumulate on the
surfaces if neutralization is prevented by oxide layers or
monolayers of solid xenon on metal surfaces [37]. Ion neu-
tralization on metal surfaces can produce Auger neutrali-
zation electrons to discharge the combination energy [38].
Particle interactions with xenon near detector surfaces

lead to very different electric charge behaviors. Dielectric
materials such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) reflectors
may attract free charges near their surfaces and cause
incomplete electron collection. Radioactive decays on
electrode grid surfaces, where the electric field can reach

FIG. 1. A schematic illustration of a dual-phase xenon TPC
such as LUX, including the major charge production and
migration schemes inside the detector. In LUX, all liquid xenon
flows into a weir before going into the purification system.
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very high values due to the relatively small surface area,
usually result in highly suppressed and obscured scintilla-
tion signals and enhanced ionization signals that may be
detected as pure charge events.
In addition to charge production by ionizing particles,

free charges may also be generated in LUX from instru-
mental effects. For example, the ultraviolet xenon scintil-
lation and EL photons carry an energy of ∼7 eV, which is
above the work function of many metals and other species;
therefore, the photoelectric effect can liberate electrons
from the electrode surfaces and certain impurities dissolved
in the liquid xenon [9,11,39]. In addition, electrons may be
emitted from the cathodic electrode wire surfaces, where
the electric field can reach very high values if physical or
chemical defects are present [24,40]. Electron emission
from electrodes can lead to high voltage instabilities or
even breakdowns and has prevented several TPC experi-
ments from operating at the designed field configura-
tions [29,41].

III. OVERVIEW OF ELECTRON
BACKGROUND IN LUX

With a rate of 3–4 CPS in the whole active liquid xenon
volume above a few keV, consecutive particle interactions
in LUX are typically separated by hundreds of millisec-
onds. These long interaction-free windows allow delayed
electron emission to be studied at timescales far exceeding
the typical analysis event window (1 ms). Figure 2 shows
a continuous LUX waveform over a one-second period.

The interactions of a 2.3 MeV gamma ray with liquid xenon
lead to the detection of 9300 prompt photons and 41,000
electrons. Following the S1 and S2 pulses, an increased
population of electrons and photons emerge, which lasts for
hundreds of milliseconds and into the next interaction
event. The background comprises mostly sparse SE and
PHE pulses, but also contains intense clustered electron
emission. This apparent time correlation leads us to
conclude that these electrons are produced by the prior,
relatively high energy interactions that precede them. In the
following sections, we examine possible production mech-
anisms for these induced electrons and electron clusters.
Based on the emission characteristics of the background

electrons and their time correlation with preceding events,
we place them in four categories: (1) photoionization
electrons that are detected within hundreds of microseconds
after the S1 and S21 pulses, (2) clustered electron emission
that occurs within tens of milliseconds after S2s, (3) delayed
emission of individual electrons at the millisecond-to-
second scale, and (4) electron emission that appears
independent of prior interactions. In the following sections
we will quantitatively describe the electron populations and
study their correlations with experimental operation con-
ditions so that connections between these emission proc-
esses and the ionization phenomena presented in Sec. II can
be made.

FIG. 2. A continuous LUX waveform over one second. Within this time window, only one 2.3 MeV gamma ray interacts with LUX
but thousands of background electrons are observed to follow the S1 and S2 pulses. The insets show enlarged views of the S1-S2 event
window and a tail window that contains an electron cluster (“e-burst”) and sparse single electron (SE) pulses and photoelectron (PHE)
pulses. The waveform amplitude corresponds to the integral of calibrated PMT traces in time windows of 2 μs; pulses with amplitudes
near 1 are PHEs and pulses with amplitudes around 20 are SEs. Due to the coarse binning used in the time axes, typical S1/S2/SE/PHE
pulses are seen as individual lines.

1Throughout this paper, S2s only refer to EL pulses produced
by energy depositions in liquid xenon from radioactivity, ex-
cluding pathological electrons.
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This work primarily uses LUX WS2013 data unless
specified otherwise. Unlike previous LUX studies that used
the same dataset, the analysis framework is redesigned for
the efficient identification and parametrization of small
pulses such as SEs and PHEs. In particular, this work is
independent of the LUX event-building system, and treats
all recorded PMTwaveforms as a nearly continuous stream
of pulses.2 Special care was given to baseline corrections,
pulse finding and splitting of closely overlapped pulses.
Thousands of waveforms were visually scanned, based on
which we estimate an efficiency of > 95% for identifying
SE and PHE pulses in the analysis, and the efficiency loss is
mostly due to misidentification in the high pulse rate
regions shortly after large S2s. The additional loss of
efficiency due to the internal digitizer thresholds is esti-
mated to be 5% for PHEs [28]. For position reconstruction
of S2s and SEs, instead of using the sophisticated Mercury
algorithm [42], a less computation-intensive method was
developed that uses only the group of seven neighboring
PMTs with the most detected light in the top PMT array
(3 or 4 PMTs for events at the perimeter of LUX). A
comparison to standard LUX results indicates a modest
degradation of the position resolution (σ) from 2.1 to
2.9 cm for SE pulses. To mitigate PMT saturation effects
in the evaluation of S2 sizes, we exclusively use the pulse
area observed in the bottom PMT array multiplied by a
measured scaling factor to account for the top-array
contribution. No other corrections are applied to the S2
or S1 areas used in this work unless specified otherwise.
In all following analyses, we will quantify background
descriptions whenever possible, but a full study of uncer-
tainties is beyond the scope of this work.

IV. PHOTOIONIZATION ELECTRONS

As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2 (top left), a prominent
electron background population is observed immediately
after S2 pulses. This background is comprised of individual
electron pulses with a rate that decreases with time. In the
case of large S2s, a sharp drop in the electron rate is
observed at 325 μs—the maximum drift time in LUX—
after the S2 time. Figure 3 shows the arrival time of electron
pulses and their X-Y positions (inset) following 83mKr
calibration decay events [43]. The intensity of electron
emission increases linearly with S2 pulse area. It also
increases with impurity concentration in the liquid xenon,
measured by the electron lifetime (inverse of the probability
for an electron to be captured by impurities in liquid xenon
per unit drift time). Based on these observations, the
immediate electrons (time delay < 325 μs) are attributed
to the photoionization by S2 light on impurities dissolved
in liquid xenon. This phenomenon has been observed and

discussed in other xenon TPC experiments including
ZEPLIN-II [1], ZEPLIN-III [9] and XENON100 [11].

A. Photoionization yield

This immediate electron emission occurs not only
following S2s, but also following S1s, consistent with
the photoionization explanation. Figure 4 (left) shows the
time distribution of SEs in the tail of S1s, where the
electron intensity is calculated as the ratio of electron pulse
area to the S1 area. To isolate the features particular to S1
photoionization from S2-related backgrounds, we select
only xenon interaction events below the LUX cathode. In
these events, the nominal S2 pulses are not detected
because the ionization electrons are drifted downward by
the reversed electric field (referred to as “S1-only” events
hereafter despite the fact that S1s may produce spurious
electron pulses), but their positions can be indicated by the
dominant S1 signal recorded in the bottom array PMTs. In
contrast to SEs following S2s, the rate of SEs following S1s
increases with time, up to 325 μs. This behavior is more
apparent after a correction for the electron loss to electro-
negative impurities during drifts has been applied. This
difference is explained by the locations of the light source,
which is at the bottom of LUX for the S1-only studies and
at the top for the S2 studies.
As shown in Fig. 4 (right), the photoionization yields for

S1s and S2s are comparable, in the range of 1–10%, both
decreasing at high xenon purities. The raw yield value is the
ratio of the electron pulse area in the 20–320 μs delay
window following the S1 or S2 pulses to the raw S1 or S2
pulse areas. The corrected yield value accounts for the
electron losses to impurities and incomplete extraction into

FIG. 3. The relative intensity of SEs detected after 83mKr-decay
S2s at low (red) and high (blue) electron lifetime values; the
intensity is defined as the electron pulse area divided by the raw
S2 area. The peaks near 0 and 325 μs are mostly from photo-
electric effects on the electrode surfaces, and the continuous
distribution in between is from photoionization in the liquid. The
inset shows the horizontal (X-Y) position distribution of SEs
detected within 10–320 μs after 83mKr S2s of r < 10 cm.

2Dead time in recorded LUX data is Oð0.1%Þ, or 2–3 ms for
every ∼2 s data acquisition window.
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the gas (49% in these data). The higher yield values for S2s
are mostly due to other electron backgrounds following S2s
(Sec. VI A). To reduce this contamination, we only select
83mKr decays within the top 5 cm of liquid xenon, where the
additional background is relatively small, in the calculation
for S2 photoionization yield. We also require no other
interaction events in the 10 ms window before the S1 or S2
pulses under study to minimize contamination from pre-
vious energy depositions in the detector.
In the following quantitative discussions, we will focus

on the S1-only events, taking advantage of their clean
photoionization features. Given an average SE size of
25.9 PHE=e−,3 a photon detection efficiency of 13% for
light emitted below the cathode, and a mean total path
length of approximately 2 meters for photons in the LUX
liquid xenon predicted by simulations [45], the observed
photoionization yield translates to an electron production
rate of ð5–20Þ × 10−5 e−=γ=m in LUX. Assuming an
ionization quantum efficiency of Oð1Þ, the corresponding
effective photon attenuation length is at the order of

10 kilometers, which is in agreement with a similar
calculation in Ref. [22]. The photoionization process is
an insignificant channel for photon extinction in the liquid
xenon, as also evidenced by the fact that the LUX light
collection efficiency is insensitive to the four-fold change
of the photoionization electron yield.
In addition to photoionization in liquid xenon, light from

S1s or S2s can also produce photoelectrons on the metal
grids that supply electric fields for the TPC operation. This
is illustrated by the peak structures at t ∼ 0 (gate) in Figs. 3
and 4 (left) and at t ∼ 325 μs (cathode) in Fig. 3. No
cathode photoelectron peaks are observed to follow S1-
only events because the photons mostly strike the electrode
wires from below; as a result, the liberated electrons will
primarily drift downward and cannot be detected. The
cathode peak is not observed in some low xenon purity data
(such as in the red histogram in Fig. 3) because of the large
photoionization population and the strong absorption of
electrons from the bottom of LUX by impurities. The gate
photoelectron peak (t ∼ 0) in Fig. 4 (left) integrates to
∼0.1% of the detected S1 area. With optical simulations
using GEANT4 [45,46], we estimate that 2.3% of the below-
cathode scintillation light is absorbed by the gate grid,
leading to a SS304 stainless steel quantum efficiency of
∼4 × 10−4 for 7 eV photons. In this calculation we assume
that all photoelectrons from the gate grid surfaces drift
upward and can be detected, an approximation supported
by electrostatic field simulations using COMSOL [29,47].
Similar calculation for the cathode (SS302) photoelectrons
produced by S2 yielded quantum efficiency values of the
same order of magnitude, but these carry large uncertainties
due to the contamination from additional electron back-
grounds and the uncertainty in the fraction of photoelec-
trons that can be detected. This obtained quantum
efficiency value is higher than that reported for stainless
steel (unspecified grade) by a factor of 2 [48]. This increase
is mostly explained by the reduction of the effective work
function of the metal by the electron affinity of liquid xenon
[49,50]; the contribution from the Schottky effect in
reducing the steel work function is subdominant (10 times
smaller than the liquid xenon affinity effect) for the electric
fields on the grid surfaces in LUX. Other possibilities
include differences in the stainless steel grades, the accu-
mulation of positive ions on the grid surfaces [51], and
changes to the electrode surface composition due to
collection of positively charged impurities from the liquid.

B. Photoionization centers in liquid xenon

Although the photoionization process in liquid xenon
has been discussed by several authors, little is known about
the ionization centers other than their connection to elec-
tronegative impurities [1,9,11,22,39]. An often-discussed
candidate for photoionization is negatively charged impu-
rities, such as O−

2 , which are formed after electron captures
on the electronegative species. These negative ions can

FIG. 4. Left: the relative intensity of electrons after S1-only
events, normalized as the electron pulse area divided by the raw
S1 area. The blue histogram shows the observed values and the
black includes a correction for electron loss during drift. The peak
near t ∼ 0 is from photoelectric effect on the extraction (gate)
grid. Right: the photoionization yield (total area of photoioniza-
tion electrons, divided by the S1 or S2 pulse area) for S1s (blue
triangles) and S2s (red squares) as a function of electron lifetime.
Both the raw yield values (solid markers) and those corrected
with electron loss to impurities and extraction efficiency (hollow
markers) are plotted. Uncertainties on the data points are
estimated to be at the level of 10% of the corresponding values.
The lines connecting the data points are not suggestive of any
interpolation models, but they serve illustrative purposes by
keeping the data grouped.

3The PMT calibration in this work does not compensate for the
multiphotoelectron effect [44] because we study both xenon
scintillation light and nonxenon photon background (Sec. VI B).
Therefore, this SE gain value is slightly different from that used in
other LUX analyses.
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have a relatively low ionization energy of <1 eV, while
neutral impurity molecules such as O2, N2 and H2O usually
have ionization energies above 10 eV, which appears
incompatible with the energy of S1 or S2 photons
[52,53]. This hypothesis was tested with LUX data from
two different perspectives and was ruled as unlikely.
First, if negative ions are responsible for the photoioni-

zation emission, the photoionization yield should increase
with the negative ion concentration in the liquid. The
LUX detector was frequently calibrated with internal
and external sources, which produced increased rates of
ionization. During these periods, the rate of negative ion
formation through captures of drifting electrons also
increased. Figure 5 (top) shows the varying rates of
ionization electrons detected in LUX for background
data (30; 000 e−=s), 83mKr calibration data (40; 000–
50; 000 e−=s), and deuterium-deuterium neutron calibra-
tion data (200; 000–250; 000 e−=s). Despite the significant
changes in the expected negative ion formation rate, the S1
photoionization yield remains stable at the 10% level. With
a drift speed of 2 mm=s in the LUX liquid xenon [30],
negative ions such as O−

2 should all migrate to the liquid
surface within several minutes; therefore, the negative ion

formation rate can be a good indicator for the negative ion
concentration in the liquid.4

Second, the three-dimensional positions of the photo-
ionization electrons can be reconstructed and compared to
that expected for negative ions. Figure 5 (bottom) compares
the Y positions of S1-induced photoionization electrons
(black dots) to that of detected ionization events (weighed
by number of electrons) in neutron calibration data (blue
squares). Although the local energy deposition near the
neutron beam entry into the xenon volume (y ∼ −20 cm)
increased by a factor of 10, the horizontal position dis-
tribution of photoionization electrons does not exhibit any
significant enhancement in this region. The Z position of
the photoionization electrons also remains consistent
with Fig. 4 (left) although the additional radiation during
neutron calibration was primarily delivered to the upper
half of the detector. Further, the Z distribution of photo-
ionization electrons as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 (left) can be
approximately reproduced with optical simulations [45]
that assume a homogeneous distribution of ionization cen-
ters throughout the liquid xenon. It is worth noting that
negative ions are expected to have higher concentrations in
the upper part of the liquid volume. First, all ionization
electron clouds are drifted upwards in LUX, which creates
a higher electron flux in the top of the detector and leads to
more electron captures in this region. Second, even
negative ions formed in the bottom would drift upward
under the influence of the applied electric field.
In the above discussions, we implicitly assumed that the

LUX liquid xenon body was static and charge transport in
the detector was solely governed by the electric fields.
However, convection effects are known to produce a liquid
flow speed of Oðcm=sÞ in xenon TPCs [31,32], which was
measured to be as high as 3 cm=s in certain regions of LUX
according to studies using delay coincidence of radioactive-
chain decays. If this pattern persisted throughout the LUX
operation, the convection flow could have reduced the
inhomogeneity in the negative ion position distributions,
easing the tension from the position comparisons, but the
rate argument should still remain valid. In this scenario, the
concentration of negative ions in LUX is no longer deter-
mined by the prompt production rate of negative ions but its
integrated history. In LUX the xenon circulation turn-
around time was 1–3 days, and during this process all
ions should lose their charge states. Therefore, with
approximately 10 days of neutron calibration (>50% duty
cycle), the negative ion concentration should reach an
equilibrium with the increased radiation level, and yet no
proportional increase of the photoionization yield was
observed.
Based on these observations, we rule out negative ions

from dominating the photoionization process, and, instead,

FIG. 5. Top: the S1 photoionization yield values (left scale) and
the detected ionization rates (right scale) in LUX under different
operating conditions. The photoionization yield values are
corrected for evolving electron lifetime using Fig. 4 (right).
The neutron calibrations were carried out intermittently between
November 10th and 21st in 2013 (> 50% duty cycle). Bottom:
the Y position distribution for S1 photoionization electrons (black
dots) and for total ionization electrons (blue squares, error bars
are smaller than the marker sizes due to a down scaling) during
neutron calibration. The Y direction defined in LUX is approx-
imately parallel to the incident neutron direction and lies in the
horizontal plane.

4Section VI A discusses evidence of negative ions releasing
electrons, which also suggests that negative ions may deplete
quickly.
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propose that some neutral impurities must play a leading
role. However, given the strong correlation between the
photoionization yield and the electron lifetime, this neutral
impurity should be present in proportion with the electro-
negative species. Therefore, the magnitude of this photo-
ionization background can be used as a liquid xenon purity
monitor in lieu of dedicated source calibrations, as success-
fully demonstrated by ZEPLIN-III [9], LUX [39] and
XENON100 [11]. In addition, the single electron-ion pair
produced by the photoionization effect can be easily
separated by weak electric fields, and thus the electron
collection efficiency is insensitive to modest changes in the
local electric field, a behavior observed for low ionization
density interactions in liquid xenon [14,54]. Combining
with the fact that SE pulses are unlikely to suffer signal
distortions, the photoionization electrons can provide a
robust charge collection efficiency calibration even in
nonuniform electric fields.

V. CLUSTERED ELECTRON EMISSION

The most prominent electron emission pathology
observed in LUX is clustered electron emission, which
is already illustrated in Fig. 2 (top right inset), and two
more example waveforms are shown in Fig. 6. Such a
cluster contains a number of pulses, each of which is
consistent with the electroluminescence light produced by
extracted electrons. However, contrary to normal S2s that
correspond to a cloud of electrons being detected within a
few microseconds, these electron clusters consist primarily
of individual SE pulses that are spread over a larger time
window of 10 μs–1 ms. The clusters are usually preceded
and succeeded by quiet periods, and thus cannot be
attributed to statistical fluctuation of SE rates. Despite

large variations in size, the clusters exhibit similar timing
structures, with the rate of electron pulses rising slowly in
the beginning and falling in the end. Similar pathology
events were also reported in XENON10 [55]. In LUX,
these clusters (referred to as “e-bursts” hereafter) are
observed to follow high-energy particle interactions in
the liquid xenon at the millisecond to tens-of-milliseconds
scale, and most of the SEs in a clusters share the same X-Y
location as the preceding S2. Because multiple electrons
may be emitted around the same time, small e-bursts can
pose a significant background for dark matter searches
using ionization-only events.
An e-burst may contain fewer than ten electrons, or over

tens of thousands of electrons in some cases. Figure 7 (left)
shows the size distribution of e-bursts identified following
large S2s in a WIMP-search dataset. The spectrum is
largely featureless and decreases monotonically with the
e-burst area. The low-energy cutoff below 300 PHE is due
to the 10-pulse threshold used to tag e-bursts in this work;
below this threshold smaller e-burst clusters should exist
but are difficult to distinguish from random pileups of SEs
in high electron rate periods. The upper bound of e-burst
area distributions, however, is observed to correlate with
the area of preceding S2s, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (right). In
the data investigated, the maximum e-burst area values are
typically 10–50% of that of preceding S2s; in these extreme
cases the e-burst clusters contain a number of electrons
close to half of that in the preceding S2. Approximately
90% of large S2s do not produce e-bursts above the analysis
threshold, but around 1% of them are followed by two or
more such clusters. When evaluating the e-burst area for
these events, we use the summed e-burst area in the 50 ms
window following the S2s.

FIG. 6. Example waveforms of clustered electron emission (“e-
bursts”) observed in LUX. E-bursts do not contain S1 pulses or
S2 pulses other than clustered SEs. The e-burst in the top contains
two dozen SEs and the bottom one contains more than two
thousand overlapping SEs. The waveform samples are grouped
into time bins of 50 ns to preserve the SE pulse structure (1–2 μs)
but differentiate their amplitudes (5–10) from that of PHE
pulses (∼1).

FIG. 7. Left: the energy spectrum of e-burst clusters observed to
follow large S2s (6 × 105–8 × 105 PHE). The vertical dashed line
separates the top 1% e-burst area from the rest of 99%,
corresponding to a R99% value of 0.04 in this example (92%
of large S2s studied in this dataset do not produce e-bursts above
threshold and are off the log axis). See text for more explanations
on the R99% calculation. Right: the summed e-burst area within a
50 ms window following a large S2 as a function of the raw S2
area. The dashed line corresponds to equal e-burst area to the S2
area. For reference, the average SE area is 25.9 PHE.
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The distribution of time delay between e-bursts and their
preceding S2s can be described by a single exponential,
with a decay constant (characteristic delay time) of
<10 ms, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (top). We comment that
due to the Poisson nature of particle interactions, the time
separation between an uncorrelated process in LUX and the
preceding S2 pulse will also follow an exponential dis-
tribution, the decay constant of which (250–300 ms) is
governed by the LUX event rate (3–4 CPS). In this analysis,
by requiring only one large S2 pulse in the time window
under study, we have removed this underlying exponential
component so we can focus on real time correlations. The
exponential nature of the e-burst time delay is consistent
with a model where these electrons are supplied from a
reservoir that is filled around the time of the large S2s and is
continuously drained at a fixed rate over time. Competing
processes for draining this reservoir should exist; other-
wise, the summed e-burst area should be more directly
correlated with the preceding S2 area. Figure 8 (bottom)
also shows the position difference between e-bursts and
their preceding S2s as a function of the time delay. The
electron pulses in a cluster usually share the same X-Y
positions, which also coincide with that of preceding S2s.
This position correlation does not appear to weaken over
time up to 50 ms.
Based on the observed energy, time and position corre-

lations between e-bursts and their preceding S2s, we
propose that this clustered electron emission results from
one of the direct electron sources discussed in Sec. II,
including unextracted electrons and impurity-captured

electrons. Hypotheses involving primary positive ion
clouds are disfavored because of their small mobility in
liquid xenon. With an estimated drift velocity of 8 mm=s at
the LUX drift field [30], it would take minutes for a positive
ion cloud to reach the cathode grids, and thus cannot
explain the immediate emission of e-bursts (within ms after
S2s). Similarly we can rule out other processes that require
ion drift, such as neutralization with negative charges, from
playing a major role in the e-burst emission due to the much
longer expected timescale (seconds or longer). The ions
that may be produced in the high-field gas regions near
LUX anode wires could travel down to the liquid surface
within a few milliseconds [36], but due to the fixed
traveling distance, these ion activities should occur with
a constant time delay from the S2s, rather than producing
an exponentially decaying background.
To further test these hypotheses, we quantitatively

describe the e-bursts under different experimental condi-
tions using their size and rate of decay over time since S2s.
The size is characterized using the maximum e-burst
area normalized to the observed area of the preceding
S2; the maximum e-burst area is approximated with the 99-
percentile value, and the obtained ratio is referred to as
R99% hereafter. When calculating R99%, we also include
large S2s that are not followed by identifiable e-bursts, so
this calculation is not biased by the inefficiency in tagging
small e-bursts. An illustration of the 99-percentile e-burst
area determination and the R99% calculation can be found in
Fig. 7 (left).
Figure 9 shows the characteristic decay time (exponen-

tial slop illustrated in the top of Fig. 8) of e-bursts
(top) and their R99% values (bottom) at different liquid
xenon purity (measured as electron lifetime) levels. The
results are separately plotted for interactions in the top
(5 cm below the liquid surface) and bottom (5 cm above
the cathode grid) of LUX, in WS2013 (49% electron
extraction) and in WS2014-16 (73% electron extraction).
Generally speaking, the e-burst emission becomes
stronger and also lasts for longer as the liquid xenon
purity improves. Despite sharing similar purity depend-
ence, particle interactions in different regions of the
detector lead to different e-burst behaviors. Compared
to e-bursts following interactions near the top
of LUX (red markers in Fig. 9), the decay of e-bursts
following bottom-originating S2s (blue markers in Fig. 9)
occurs faster and these e-bursts are on average smaller in
size. This top-bottom disparity disfavors the impurity-
captured electrons as an explanation for the e-burst
emission, because bottom-originating ionization events
produce more negatively charged impurities due to the
longer electron drift, a trend contradicting the observation.
Rather, the weakening of e-burst emission with higher
concentration of impurities in liquid xenon indicates that
impurities are a competitor to e-burst productions. The
same difficulty applies to other processes involving
impurity-captured electrons such as the combination of
positive and negative ion clouds.

FIG. 8. Top: time delay of e-bursts from their preceding S2s
in one WIMP search dataset. The red curve shows an exponential
fit to the distribution, which yields an exponential slope of
7.5� 0.3 ms; as discussed later, this slope has a significant
dependence on event positions and other parameters. Bottom: the
X position difference between e-bursts and preceding S2s, plotted
as a function of the time delay. In these analyses, we require
that there be no additional large S2 pulses in the period of
½−30;þ50� ms relative to the S2s of interest.
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Unextracted electrons trapped under the liquid surface
provide a strongly favored electron source for e-bursts. In
LUX WS2013 data, with an extraction electric field of
3.5 kV=cm below the liquid surface, approximately 49% of
the ionization electrons arriving at the liquid surface were
extracted into the gas while the rest became trapped. If
some trapped electrons can emerge into the gas together
under certain excitation, the electron emission will exhibit
energy, time and position correlations with preceding S2s
similar to that observed for e-bursts. In addition, while the
electrons are trapped under the liquid surface, some will
be captured by impurities and thus cannot contribute to
e-bursts, which naturally explains the anticorrelation
between e-bursts and the impurity levels in the liquid
xenon. This alternative outcome for the surface-trapped
electrons also explains why only the maximum e-burst area
is correlated to the total number of trapped electrons
(proportional to the observed S2), as illustrated in
Fig. 7. Further, as shown in Fig. 9, an increased electron
extraction efficiency inWS2014–16 (4.2 kV=cm extraction
field, 73% efficiency) leads to fewer trapped electrons, and
consequently the e-burst emission dies out more quickly
and the e-burst size becomes smaller.5

However, this explanation faces two difficulties:
(1) how can quasifree electrons preserve their X-Y
positions under the liquid surface for tens of milliseconds,
and (2) why is the electron lifetime at the liquid surface
5–10 times larger than that in the liquid bulk? These
two challenges may be simultaneously addressed if a
deformation of the liquid surface occurs where the
electrons are trapped. The presence of dense electric
charge under the liquid surface in a strong electric field
can raise the local liquid level microscopically; this local
liquid level deformation, together with the vertical electric
field, can function as a physical trap and preserve the X-Y
position of trapped electrons for a long time. At the same
time, being trapped in a small volume could limit the
exposure of these electrons to impurity molecules and
alter the velocity-dependent capture cross section [56],
so that the observed electron lifetime is significantly
increased. Moreover, if this hypothesis is correct, higher
density electron clouds, such as those from the top-
originating ionization events where transverse diffusion
[57] is less significant, can produce stronger traps and thus
explain the observed top-bottom disparity.
Regarding the underlying mechanism that may excite

unextracted electrons to be emitted from the surface in
clusters, one possibility is the movement of the liquid
xenon surface, such as capillary waves, which may be
generated by the xenon flow, formation of bubbles in
liquid, etc. The e-burst widths of ≲1 ms correspond to an
excitation frequency of kHz, which matches that of
capillary waves for liquid xenon estimated from its surface
tension [58]. Amid upward oscillations of the liquid
surface, the trapped electrons gain kinetic energy from
the strong electric field and at the same time dissipate part
of the gained energy to xenon atoms through collisions.
This process is in direct analogy with the heating of
primary electron clouds when they first reach the liquid
surface, and if sufficient energy is gained the electrons can
be extracted into the gas [33]. In addition, the strongest
e-burst emission region in LUX (X ∼ 0, Y ∼ −23.5 cm)
coincides with the location of the largest detected S2
signal areas for monoenergetic 83mKr delays in the liquid
[43], which also suggests unusual activities on the liquid
xenon surface in this region. Other forms of delayed
emission may also occur for these trapped electrons, such
as thermionic emission [17], but no significant evidence
for a fast emission component as reported in Ref. [18] is
observed in this work.

VI. DELAYED BACKGROUND EMISSION

If one excludes the photoionization electrons and
the e-burst clusters, the remaining background in LUX
mostly consists of individual SE and PHE pulses, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The rates of SEs and PHEs both
sharply increase after large S2s, and then decrease slowly
with time up to the longest timescale (1 second) that can be

FIG. 9. Top: the observed decay time of e-burst clusters
following interactions in the top (red) and bottom (blue) 5 cm
of LUX liquid xenon in WS2013 (squares) and WS2014–16
(triangles). Bottom: the R99% parameter (defined in the text) as a
function of electron lifetime (same legend notation as the top
subfigure); the purity and position dependences would be
amplified if we calculate R99% with the electron lifetime-
corrected S2 areas. Uncertainties on the data points are estimated
to be at the level of 10% of the corresponding values. The lines
connecting the data points keep the data grouped for illustrative
purposes.

5Due to the evolving electric field distortion in WS2014–16,
the calculation of drifting electron lifetime in LUX liquid using
83mKr decays carries an additional source of uncertainty. How-
ever, this statement should hold as long as the evaluated lifetime
values are accurate within a factor of 2.
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studied with LUX data. In this section, we will characterize
these backgrounds and discuss their possible origins.

A. Individual electron background

Individual SE background is observed in the LUX
detector at timescales from a few microseconds following
a S2 to seconds later. Due to this large time span, we
study the SEs in two analysis windows: (1) 0–3 ms
and (2) 3–1000 ms following S2s. For the short window
(0–3 ms) analysis, we select 83mKr calibration events
to obtain high statistics, and for the long window
(3–1000 ms), we use low trigger rate WIMP-search data
that have large time intervals between events. In each
scenario, we select the events with no other particle
interaction in the event time window. As explained in
Sec. V, this criterion is necessary to get rid of the
exponential feature that arises from the Poisson nature of
particle interactions in LUX. In addition, we require no
other energy depositions in the detector within the preced-
ing 100 ms of the S2 under study so that contamination
from earlier events is reduced. Electrons in e-burst clusters,
as described in Sec. V, are excluded from this analysis.
The rate of SEs following a large S2 is approximately

proportional to the S2 area, so in the following analysis
we define the relative SE intensity as the observed SE
areas divided by the raw S2 area. Figure 10 (top) shows
the relative SE intensity as a function of the emission
time following S2s originating from the top (red) and the
bottom (blue) of LUX. Both spectra show similar time
dependences, including a clear photoionization cutoff at
the maximum S2 drift time of 325 μs (Sec. IV) and a
long power-law-like tail up to 1 s. The approximate
power-law form is between t−1.1 and t−1.0. At all delay
time values, the SE rate is higher following interactions
in the bottom of LUX compared to that in the top, and
this position dependence remains if we calculate the SE
intensity using the electron lifetime-corrected S2 area. In
addition, the majority of this electron population exhibits
a strong X-Y position correlation with the preceding S2s,
as illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 10. These observations
rule out cascade photoionization (S2-photoionization-
SEs-photoionization, and so forth) as a significant contri-
butor to this tail. Also the relatively low photoionization
yield means that the amplitude of this cascade should
decrease by 1–2 orders of magnitude for every 325 μs
and will become insignificant after 1 ms.
We further studied the dependence of this background

intensity on the liquid xenon purity, as summarized in
Fig. 11. In all delay time windows studied, the electron
intensity decreases as the electron lifetime increases. This
purity dependence remains qualitatively the same for SE
intensities calculated using the electron-lifetime corrected
S2 area. The dependence of SE intensities on the Z position
of preceding interactions (Fig. 10, top) and on the xenon
purity (Fig. 11), together with the X-Y position correlation

(Fig. 10, bottom), indicate that they originate from elec-
trons captured by impurities [18]. Ionization electrons
produced by particle interactions near the bottom of
LUX need to drift across large distances in liquid xenon
and thus will leave behind more negatively charged
impurities. Due to their low mobility and diffusivity
[30], negatively charged impurities can preserve their
X-Y positions for seconds or longer. So, if they release
the electrons under certain excitations [59], the resulting
electrons can exhibit the observed energy and position
correlations with the S2s. In addition, as discussed in
Sec. V, some unextracted electrons under the liquid surface
are also captured by impurities, which can explain the
nonzero delayed SE emission following particle inter-
actions near the top of LUX (Fig. 10, top).
As illustrated in Fig. 10 (bottom), around 10% of the

delayed SEs do not share X-Y positions with preceding S2s.
This population includes photoionization electrons gener-
ated by EL photons from prior SEs and also delayed
electron emission by negative ions produced during pre-
vious interactions in the detector. The relatively low rate of
this population suggests that the responsible negative ions
are extinguished quickly in liquid xenon, which may occur
by releasing the electrons, neutralizing with positive ions,

FIG. 10. Top: the relative electron intensity (defined in text) as a
function of delayed emission time. The red (blue) spectrum is for
SEs following energy depositions in the top (bottom) 5 cm of the
active LUX liquid xenon. Bottom: the difference of the X position
between SEs and preceding S2s as a function of delay time. The
S2s are chosen to be in the center 5 cm radius of LUX so the dX
distribution is not biased due to the finite size of LUX for
dX < 18 cm. Different sets of data are used to generate the plots
<3 ms and >3 ms, leading to a small discontinuity. This
transition is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
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or through other processes such as drifting to the liquid
surface and spilling into the weir, supporting the hypothesis
assumed in Sec. IV.
As for the mechanism leading to the power-law-like time

dependence of the delayed SEs, it has been reported that
electron-ion recombination in liquid xenon [60], biexciton
quenching in liquid scintillators [61], and the pressure
reduction in an elementary vacuum system [62] can all
produce time dependences dominated by power-law fea-
tures. If the behavior of negative ions in liquid xenon is
subject to similar dynamics, their rate can exhibit a power-
law decrease over time, and processes such as collisional
ionization [18] could lead to SE emission as observed in
this work. Another possibility for negatively charged
impurities to release electrons is photoionization by back-
ground optical or infrared photons in LUX, to be elaborated
in Sec. VI B.

B. Photoelectron background

As illustrated in Fig. 2 and discussed in [21], an increase
of the PHE rate is observed in LUX after particle inter-
actions in the TPC. These PHEs do not exhibit a double-
photoelectron emission feature [44], suggesting that they
have longer wavelengths than the vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV) xenon photons associated with the regular S1
and S2 emission processes. Figure 12 (top) shows the
PHE rate in the LUX detector following high-energy S2s.
This plot is produced similarly to Fig. 10 (top), but we
further require the PHE pulses are not in the immediate
vicinity of (1 μs before and after) SEs or S2s to exclude

misidentified photons that are part of SE or S2 pulses.
Similar to SEs, the PHE rate exhibits a gradual power-law-
like decrease over time. Beyond 325 μs past the S2 time,
the ratio of the PHE rates in the top PMTarray to that in the
bottom array remains approximately 1∶2, leading to a top-
bottom asymmetry (T-BA) value ðAT − ABÞ=ðAT þ ABÞ ¼
−0.3 (Fig. 12 bottom). This observation disfavors the
explanations of these PHEs as thermionic dark noise or
other PMT instrumental effects due to the equal PMT
numbers in the two arrays and the higher VUV photon rate
detected by the top array from S2s. If we assume that these
PHEs result from photons emitted from a single location in
LUX, the T-BAvalue of −0.3 indicates that the light source
may reside right below the liquid surface or near
the gate. An alternative explanation of the PHEs is the
fluorescence of PTFE reflectors [63] surrounding the whole
active xenon volume. This hypothesis can produce a similar
T-BA value to that observed if the PTFE fluorescence has a
position-dependent emission strength proportional to the
number of VUV photons absorbed at the same location, and
also has similar optical transportation properties to those of
xenon VUV light.
In contrast to the background electrons, the PHE rate is

relatively insensitive to the xenon purity or the position of
the preceding interaction. The PHE rate also decreases
more slowly with time (between t−0.6 and t−0.5) than the SE
rate (t−1.1–t−1.0). Therefore, we rule out the possibility of
these photons being emitted as a by-product of the electron
emission process but, instead, they may be a triggering
mechanism for the photoionization electron emission
by negatively charged impurities (Sec. VI A). Due to the
unknown optical properties and detection efficiency of the
photons that may produce this PHE background, we cannot

FIG. 12. Top: the PHE rate observed in the top (red) and bottom
(blue) PMT array of LUX as a function of time since the
preceding S2s. The discontinuity at 3 ms is a result of the two
analysis time windows explained in Sec. VI A. Bottom: the top-
bottom asymmetry (T-BA) of the PHE background as a function
of time since S2s. In LUX, S1 PMT signals have a T-BA value of
−0.3 (near liquid surface) to −0.8 (near cathode), and S2 has an
average T-BA value of 0.16.

FIG. 11. The relative SE intensities integrated over different
delay time windows after the S2: 10–500 μs (red dots),
500 μs–3 ms (blue squares), 3–10 ms (green downward trian-
gles), 10–100 ms (purple upward triangles), 100–1000 ms (black
stars), as functions of liquid xenon purity levels associated with
different periods of detector operation. Uncertainties on the data
points are estimated to be at the level of 10% of the corresponding
values. Here we select only SEs after particle interactions in the
bottom 5 cm of LUX because they produce the most delayed SEs.
Data points for the delay window of 10–500 μs have the S2
photoionization contributions subtracted already. The lines con-
necting the data points only serve illustrative purposes by keeping
the data grouped.
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directly compare the electron-to-photon rate in this section
to the VUV photoionization yield obtained in Sec. IV.
A full characterization and explanation of this PHE back-
ground is beyond the scope of this work.

VII. MULTIPLE-ELECTRON
BACKGROUND IN LUX

The majority of electron background discussed thus far
consists of SEs, while current searches for low-energy dark
matter interactions using ionization-only signals are more
susceptible to multiple electron (ME) backgrounds. During
high electron rate periods shortly after large S2s, random
coincidence of SEs can produce pile-up ME pulses, and
phenomena such as e-bursts can also induce ME emission.
These ME events in the aftermath of S2s dominate the raw
electron spectrum observed in LUX, and prevent genuine
ME events from being studied. Fortunately, such accidental
ME pulses, similar to SEs, have strong time correlation
with previous energy depositions in the detector and can be
substantially suppressed through a veto cut after high-
energy events.
Figure 13 (left) shows the residual electron event spectra

in 10 days of LUX WIMP-search data using two veto
algorithms: the first method (red histogram) uses a simple
50 ms veto cut after each identified interaction of 1 keVor
above; the second (blue histogram) employs an aggressive
veto cut of 50–5000 ms, the value of which increases with
the S2 area and drift time to compensate for the higher SE
rates. A minimum veto window of 50 ms is applied to both
scenarios to get rid of pile-up electron pulses and small
e-bursts. The live-time loss due to the veto cut is 13% for
the first method and 90% for the second. In addition to the
veto cut, we require no other S2 or SE pulses, or S1 pulses
of greater than 3 PHE, in the same event window (350 μs)
as the pulses of interest. Additional efficiency losses due

to this cut are estimated to be less than 5%. The data
selected have relatively high and stable liquid xenon purity
(900–950 μs electron lifetime), which, as discussed in
Sec. VI A, leads to less delayed electron emission.
The residual electron pulse rates after the veto cuts are

substantially reduced compared to that without the veto
[Oð103 CPSÞ]. With a 50 ms veto, the live-time corrected
rate of SEs is found to be 26 CPS, and it decreases to 4 CPS
with the aggressive veto cut in the second method. Because
of the slow decay (Fig. 10), the postveto SE rate is expected
to continue decreasing for longer veto windows if they can
be afforded. In this analysis, the remaining SEs still
dominate the electron spectra. Above the SE tail of 2.5
e−, the rate of electron events drops by a factor of 104–105

and these values appear to be insensitive to changes of veto
windows.
Figure 13 (right) shows the X-Y position distribution

of multiple-electron (ME) pulses after the veto cuts. In
contrast to the residual SEs that are approximately uni-
formly distributed in the X-Y space, MEs are observed to
congregate at the edge and also some inner regions of the
detector. A temporal study revealed that the majority of
spatially congregated ME pulses in the inner volume
emerged in bursts during short emission periods of
1–50 seconds. Similar transient electron emission from
hot spots have also been reported in Refs. [24,40], and are
attributed to grid emission. A total of three statistically
significant rate spikes are identified in this 10-day dataset,
and additional ones with smaller amplitudes are observed
but cannot be definitively differentiated from statistical
fluctuations of the background rate. Given its frequent
occurrence and varying amplitude, grid electron emission is
expected to be responsible for a significant fraction of the
residual electron events in LUX above the SE level.
Although electron emission from metal surfaces is

usually expected to produce SEs, electron multiplication
can occur in high field regions [64] near physical of
chemical defects, which explains the ME pulses in the
intense grid emission periods. Such a multiplication effect
was observed in LUX during a grid conditioning campaign
that took place in 2014 between WS2013 and WS2014–16,
when the high voltage on the LUX gate grid was increased
to past the onset of intense electron emission [40]. During
normal LUX operations, the grid voltage was reduced to
avoid spurious electron emission and high voltage insta-
bilities. However, this observation of electron rate spikes
from hot spots suggests that the grid emission pathology
still plays a significant role in LUX, and, if left unmitigated,
possibly also in other experiments that appear to maintain
otherwise stable high voltage operations.
With an illustrative fiducial cut of r < 12 cm, the ME

rate in Fig. 13 (left) is reduced by another factor of 2,
to 30–40 events=ton=day=e−. This rate is approximately
10 times higher than that reported by XENON1T at 4.5
extracted electrons [20], but we emphasize that this

FIG. 13. Left: residual electron event rate (live-time corrected)
in 10 days of LUX dark matter search data with a conservative
(red) and an aggressive veto cut (blue) after large S2s; intense
periods of hot-spot electron emission (shown in the right figure)
have been excluded. Right: the X-Y position distribution of
residual electron pulses above 2.5 extracted electrons. The hot
spots in the inner volume are attributed to grid electron emission.
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analysis, which focuses on the characterization of electron
background in dual-phase xenon TPCs such as LUX, does
not investigate all possible background rejection methods.
For example, the shape of S2 pulses has been demonstrated
to be a powerful tool in rejecting ME events from electrode
grids [20,65], so a dedicated ionization-only analysis with
LUX data can lead to higher sensitivity to light dark matter
interactions than that inferred from Fig. 13 (left). In
addition, other mechanisms of ME emission from detector
surfaces, such as radioactive decays from radon progenies
(Sec. II), are expected to exist, but the study of these
background sources is beyond the scope of this work.

VIII. SUMMARY

From Secs. III to VII, we described the major electron
background pathologies observed in the LUX experiment,
including both individual electron emission and multiple
electron emission. By investigating the time, position and
energy correlations between background electrons and
energy depositions in the detector, we related these elec-
trons to expected charge dynamics in LUX, and explained
the likely emission mechanisms.
Photoionization electron production by VUV light is a

well-known phenomenon and has been discussed in liquid
xenon TPCs [1,11]. The electron production rate by S1 and
S2 light in LUX is measured to be ð5–20Þ × 10−5 e−=γ=m,
which strongly depends on the concentration of electro-
negative impurities in liquid xenon. Instead of the pre-
vious hypothesis that negative ions such as O−

2 may play a
major role in the photoionization emission, our position and
energy analysis suggests that some unknown neutral
impurities are likely to dominate this process. Due to the
exclusive SE production by photoionization and the close
proximity of the SE detection time to the photon signal
time, photoionization by large S1s or S2s is unlikely to be a
significant background for ionization-based dark matter
searches. On the other hand, their strong and robust
correlation with electronegative impurities makes photo-
ionization electrons a possible xenon purity monitor.
We also evaluated the photoelectric efficiency of the
LUX stainless steel grids at the xenon light wavelength,
and obtained a result that is significantly higher than that
measured for stainless steel in vacuum [48], consistent with
a reduction of its work function in liquid xenon [49,50].
Due to the large electron-affinity of liquid xenon,

complete extraction of ionization electrons in dual-phase
xenon TPCs requires extremely high electric field [14]. In
LUX, approximately 30–50% of ionization electrons
drifted to the liquid surface fail to be extracted and become
temporarily trapped under the liquid surface. In this work,
we observed strong evidence that these surface-trapped
electrons are emitted in clusters at a timescale of millisec-
onds to tens of milliseconds. This process produces a
distinct signature of electron bursts that can contain a
number of electrons in an extended period of up to a few

milliseconds. We further propose that surface-trapped
electrons that are not emitted in bursts are captured by
electronegative impurities at the liquid surface, with an
effective electron lifetime longer than that in the bulk liquid
xenon. As a result, both the duration and the strength of
e-burst emission exhibit an anticorrelation with the impu-
rity level in liquid xenon. Since multiple electrons may be
simultaneously emitted from the same location, unextracted
electrons can become a background for low-energy dark
matter searches.
Further, we report the observation and characterization

of background electrons released by negatively charged
impurities, which are formed by electronegative impurities
capturing electrons in the liquid. This phenomenon pro-
duces a long-lasting SE background, the rate of which
increases with the ionization energy deposited in the
detector, the drift length of ionization electrons and the
impurity concentration in liquid xenon. This emission
process approximately follows a power-law-like time
dependence, and results in electron emission up to seconds
after the electron capture. Due to this large time delay,
impurity-released electrons cannot be efficiently removed
with a veto after high-energy events, and are found to
dominate the residual electron spectrum in LUX in the
single- to few-electron region.
In addition to pathological electrons originating from

preceding particle interactions with liquid xenon, we also
observed background electrons that do not appear to
correlate with energy depositions in the detector. Most
notably, pulses containing multiple electrons are detected
from hot spots in the detector in short emission periods.
These electrons are attributed to grid emission in the TPC,
which had been observed and studied in the LUX grid
conditioning campaign when high voltage was raised to
unstable levels [40]. This work demonstrates that cathodic
grid emission can also occur during stable detector oper-
ation, and, if not properly mitigated [24], the produced
multiple electrons pulses can be a significant background
for ionization-only dark matter searches.
This characterization of background electrons in LUX

provides useful guidance for future experimental and
analytical work that searches for low energy ionization-
only interactions in dual-phase xenon TPCs. For an experi-
ment that targets sensitivity in the single- to few-electron
region, it is crucial to substantially suppress the number of
electrons captured by impurities during drift. This may be
achieved with a good liquid xenon purity, a short drift
length and a low ionization rate in the active region
especially where the anticipated electron drifts are long.
Possible experimental methods to improve the liquid xenon
purity include eliminating high-outgassing materials from
the TPC volume, isolating the clean active xenon from TPC
components that may outgas significantly [66,67], and
investigating novel purification techniques. It is worth
noting that, as the liquid xenon purity increases, delayed
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emission of surface-trapped electrons lasts longer, and a
veto method as discussed in this analysis will become less
efficient. Therefore, a high electron extraction efficiency
close to 100% will be beneficial [14]. To obtain a high
extraction field and to mitigate grid emission in high
electric field regions, surface treatments for the electrode
grids, such as passivation, will be necessary [24]. Residual
grid emission as observed in this work can be identified by
exploiting the temporal and spatial congregation of multi-
electron pulses. For large detectors with a fine position
resolution, veto cuts after high energy events can be
implemented to part of the detector to avoid unnecessary
loss of exposure, thanks to the strong position correlation
between major background populations and preceding
interactions. Future dual-phase xenon TPC experiments
that implement these experimental and analytical methods
can be expected to achieve high sensitivities in searches of
low-mass dark matter interactions.
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